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Why is this an important question?

As economies develop agricultural workers migrate to cities to find employment
in industry and services (Clark 1940, Kuznets 1957)

In the first industrialised countries, technical improvements in agriculture
favoured this process by

1 releasing labor

2 increasing demand

3 generating savings to finance industry and services

However, industrialization has not yet taken off in several low income countries

Understanding why is crucial to direct development policy efforts

The international economics literature suggests two potential explanations:

Demand and savings channels not operative in open economies where industrial
goods can be imported and savings can be exported.

Low internal market integration might constrain the process of labor and capital
reallocation towards the most productive regions, sectors or firms.

However, direct empirical evidence is scarce
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Sources of structural transformation:
agriculture or manufacturing?

Forces that can drive reallocation of labor from agriculture to manufacturing?

1 PUSH of higher agricultural productivity

2 PULL of higher manufacturing productivity

Hard to identify empirically as both forces can be at work at the same time

Strategy: exploit exogenous variation in push or pull shocks across regions
within a country

Connect origin-destinations using road, migrant, financial networks.
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Structural transformation in open economies
Recent empirical evidence

PUSH: higher agricultural productivity

Green Revolution in India:
adoption of HYV seeds retarded industrialization Foster and Rosenzweig 2004, 2007

GM crops in Brazil:

labor reallocation to local industrial sector Bustos, Caprettini and Ponticelli 2016
capital outflows from rural to urban areas Bustos, Garber and Ponticelli 2020

PULL: higher manufacturing profitability

United States-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement
Export-induced reallocation of labor towards formal industrial sector Pavcnik and McCaig 2018

China’s accession to WTO
trade-induced urbanization and modernization of agriculture Tian, Xia, Yang 2021
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Summary Tian, Xia, Yang 2021

Challenge: China implemented a set of market oriented reforms
contemporaneously, hard to identify effect of export opportunities

Identification strategy uses tariff reductions in export markets at destination
prefectures and migrant network

Main findings

Villages more exposed to other prefecture’s manufacturing trade shocks
experienced

larger increases in out-migration rates

higher land rental rates

larger growth in agricultural productivity

reallocation of land towards more productive farmers within a village

investment in agricultural machinery
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Comments
Not many, loved the paper, a pleasure to read

Estimates of effect of tariff reductions seem too large
Measure of exposure interacts tariffs with labor-cost share, both at industry-level
Labor-cost share correlated with China’s comparative advantage (in labor-intensive
industries)

Might capture effect of other market-oriented reforms which increased exports, not only
tariff reductions

Suggestion: do not include labor share in exposure measure or control for an
interaction of industry’s labor-share and time-trends (weighted by industry’s
employment shares at destination)

Some estimates have low statistical power
Spatial correlation between tariffs at origin and at destination
Across sector correlation between export and import tariffs (also inputs)
Suggestion: use tariffs at a finer level of aggregation to get independent variation
(4d SIC instead of 2d)

Migrant network might be correlated with expected productivity growth
Suggestion: use further lags of migration flows to construct it

Pre-tends check is not very clear
Suggestion: replicate the analysis for the main results but lag outcomes 10 years
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